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Mass production
Mass production or flow production is the
production of large amounts of standardized
products, including and especially on
assembly lines. Together with job
production and batch production, it is one of
the three main production methods.
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noun form of mass-produce

mass-production
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Mass production | Define Mass production at â€¦
www.dictionary.com/browse/mass-production
mass production The manufacture of goods in large quantities by machinery and by use
of techniques such as the assembly line and division of labor. The New Dictionary of â€¦

What is Mass Production? definition and meaning
www.investorwords.com/3003/mass_production.html
The mass production of items is often done by using an assembly line, or another
efficient means of production. The process is often carefully determined, to try to produce
the greatest quantity of items while using the fewest resources (such as labor and/or
time).

Mass production - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_production
Mass production, also known as flow production or continuous production, is the
production of large amounts of standardized products, including and especially on
assembly lines. Together with job production and batch production, it is one of the three
main production methods.

Overview · History · The use of assembly lines · Vertical integration

Mass production - definition of mass production by â€¦
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/mass+production
Define mass production. mass production synonyms, mass production pronunciation,
mass production translation, English dictionary definition of mass production. n. The
manufacture of goods in large quantities, often using standardized designs and â€¦

Mass production definition and meaning | Collins â€¦
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/mass-production
Mass production is the production of something in large quantities, especially by
machine. [business] ...equipment that would allow the mass production of baby food.

Mass Production - Investopedia
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/mass-production.asp
Mass production refers to the production of a large number of similar products efficiently.
Mass production is typically characterized by some type of mechanization, such as â€¦

Mass Production: Definition, Techniques & Examples - â€¦
https://study.com/academy/lesson/mass-production-definition...
Mass production is a method of production that uses a standardized process of creating
interchangeable parts in large quantities for a low price. Colonel Roswell Lee and the
Springfield Armory used mass production techniques to generate arms for the military.

mass production Definition in the Cambridge English
Dictionary
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/mass-production
Profitable mass production necessitated not only employer control over the planning and
organisation of work, but also reliable, attentive and loyal workers to perform it.

Mass production | definition of mass production by â€¦
https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/mass+production
Includes the establishment of targets of production in the areas of specific indices of
productivity and the monitoring of production. The programs may be computerized so that
the entry of data is simplified and analysis of the data automatic and regularly periodic.

Mass-produce | Definition of Mass-produce by Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mass-produce
mass production noun. ... Definition of mass-produce for English Language Learners:
to produce very large amounts of (something) usually by using machinery.

Mass Production Flashcards | Quizlet
https://quizlet.com/8548171/mass-production-flash-cards
Start studying Mass Production. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards,
games, and other study tools.
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